In fixing the beginnings of English sentimental comedy, critics have been disposed to accept the rather general Statement of Prof. Ward, in bis History of English Dramatic Literature: "Sentimental comedy begins with Steele, if not already with Colley Cibber."
) Mr. Osborn Waterhouse, in his study of The Development of English Sentimental Comedy in the Eighteenth Century,
2 ) refines upon this to a very slight degree: "The first signs of this sentimentalizing of the comedy of manners appear in a play produced in 1697. In that year
Vanbrugh gave to the public 'Aesop'."
3 ) The sentimental characteristics of Aesop, however, he recognizes äs taken over directly from the French play, Esope a la Ville, of Boursault, and thus leaves the Situation unchanged äs regards the native English product.
There is no reason to question the rise of a reactionary movement in English drama at the very end of the seventeenth Century, coincident with the controversy precipitated by Jeremy Collier's protest. But recognizing, äs every Student of Elizabethan drama must, that all the conventional features of sentimental comedy had been for generations the common property of English playwrights, we need not be surprised to encounter, even in the very midst of the Eestoration period, sporadic performances combining enough of these features to qualify them äs accepted specimens of the type. An interesting but neglected example appears in The TotvnShifis, or the Suburb-Justice, a comedy by Edward Kevet, licensed May 2, 1671; printed in quarto the same year; and acted at the Duke of York's Theatre, apparently without success.') Although appearing when the immorality of Restoration comedy was at its height and virtuous remonstrance was most nearly silent, this play is not only essentially moral and "instructive", but meets a surprising number of other sentimental requirements.
Mr. Waterhouse notes that the sentimental element of Vanbrugh's Aesop has äs its central motif a theme repeatedly found in the later "serious" comedies -the conflict between a girl's love and the matrimonial arrangements made by her father.
2 ) The same Situation is found in The Town Shifts. Leticia, the beautiful and virtuous daughter of a wealthy local dignitary, is destined by him for young Leftwell, who has little to commend him but bis money and his vanity. Miss Leticia has given her heart to Lovewell, a worthy but impecunious lover. The plot is concerned with various designs for thwarting her father's plans, and the play ends with the success of the lovers and a paternal blessing on the happy pair.
In this main plot most of the sentimental possibilities center in the character of Lovewell. Virtue and honestyäs he interprets them -are a passion with him, and he glories in the poverty that attends them. Not so his companion, through whom speaks the satirical spirit of the Restoration: -"We have alwayes found your Counsel to be nothing but perswasions to poverty; what a blessed thing it is to live Honest, and be lowsie; that it is better to be lazy, and lack everything, than work in the wayes of wickedness for wealth."
3 )
l ) The only favorable reference to the play occurs in Langbaine's Account of the English Dramatick Poets (Oxford, 1691, pp. 425-6 The parallel with sentimental heroes of the eighteenth Century is extended by such matters äs Lovewell's ornate speech, his extreme humility toward his mistress, bis fondness for delaying on the verge of action to analyze and enlarge upon his emotions; -in short, all the machinery of gallantry brought down to the commonplace level of middle-class life. When he and Leticia are about to escape together from her home, when the return of her father may at any instant defeat their plans, he launches forth: -"My dear Leticia; your generous love has laid so many obligations on me, that nothing but the Service of an Age can seem a Tithe of satisfaction. Which to be paid " Here he is interrupted by the more practical Fickle, who unfortunately is not always at band to stifle his oratorical ambitions.
)
This character of Fickle, the cousin of Leticia, becomes significant in another connection, -the sentimental treatment of conversion and repentance. In the early scenes she is a heartless coquette. Leticia says to her: "Thou hast the last week lov'd, and hated, seven several Men. No body that knows thee believes thee any thing eise but distracted."
2 ) Before the end of the play her reform, äs undertaken by Lovewell's comrade Friendly, is complete, and we find Leticia saying: "The scene is straugely alter'd; when thou com'st to counsel any body to Love and Constancy." 3 ) This has already been noted äs a comedy of middleclass life. The appreciation and sympathy with which this is portrayed accords entirely with sentimental practice. None of the personages is of noble birth. Leticia is from one of the better middle-class families. Lovewell is a man of refinement; but Faithless, an intimate associate of his and an important factor in the plot, is of low birth and vulgär habits. Finally, The Town Shifts is not lacking in another important requisite. It undertakes to impart a definite moral lesson. The play is a defense of love and genuine ') Act V, scene 3 (p. 64). *) Act l, scene 2 (p. 5).
3 ) Act IV, scene 2 (p. 39).
worth against wealth linked with inferior character. Leticia expresses the sentiment clearly in act I, scene 2, deploring the fact "that Age should so defective be in Eeason; äs to prefer this sordid Dung-kill Earth before the best of Gallantry and worth". It is echoed, but less concretely, in the moral Interpretation with which the author concludes his work: -"For by this President you plainly see, Fate still reserves rewards for Honesty."
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